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These ideas are being reflected in the form of both ensemble and action oriented projects. Among the
ensemble flicks, Train To Busan 2 Peninsula stands out as it marks the feature film debut of director

Chae Hyun-sik, an affably charismatic young filmmaker who made his directorial bow with the coming-
of-age drama On, My Brother! (2018). Whereas that film focused on the scars that remain from
growing up in an abusive household, Peninsula is a far darker survival story, dealing with the
aftermath of a zombie outbreak. Its success will probably have the greatest impact on Korean

zombies. The independent zombie flick Scent of a Living Dead (2019) will also come to theaters next
month, though the horror thriller about vampires continues the same irreverent comedy take that

became the hallmark of Train to Busan It will be interesting to see what audiences make of a zombie
movie that is as self-aware as it is goofy and whose protagonists don't even wear masks. Finally,

another natural leader in the K-zombie movie trend is the Comedy and Action duo of Yeon Sang-ho.
Having found an early international success with his directorial debut Train to Busan (2016), Yeon has
branched out to co-direct with Chung Yoo-cheol on the contemporary action comedy Train to Busan 2

Peninsula (2017), the military comedy Train to Busan: The Final Journey (2018) and the proposed
action-romance Train to Busan 2 The Final Warning (2020). The latter film stands out as arguably the

most unexpected success. Suffice to say, both Train to Busan and Train to Busan 2 have broken
traditional zombie movie taboos of gore and violence, and Peninsula pushes the boundary further by

focusing on female protagonists, a rarity in the zombie genre.
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Between the high speed train and the express bus, the zombie
outbreak in Train to Busan is centered on four characters: Han-kyung,
who narrowly escapes the epidemic to reunite with her husband; Jung-
woo, a mentally ill former soldier who is unaffected by the virus; Eo-jo,
a teenage girl already infected; and Do-won, an overweight, unkempt

old man who is the new target for zombie hunters. Yet in Train to
Busan, which is set to enter theaters on August 7, the entertainment

industry seems to have taken more of a role in survival than the
political or military elite. South Korea might be a wealthy country, but

much of the country has fallen into poverty, and the children of its best-
educated have been left with absolutely no resources to support them.
The next Train to Busan will be a three-part story set during a zombie

apocalypse. This is not the first time that Train to Busan has been
serialized, as a 2017 short film of the same name was released after
the original. Just like the original movie, Train to Busan part 2 will be
the story of a group of victims struggling to survive on a high speed

train. In fact, why doesn't Train to Busan situate itself in the
apocalypse directly? Because not only is it better when it's a metaphor,

it is a lot easier to make the apocalypse feel less alien when it's not
something that happens all the time. Train to Busan provides a

blueprint for how to fight the zombie menace. The film follows the
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passengers aboard a zombie-infested high-speed train, who ride out
the apocalypse with the same post-crisis survival mentality they evince
on daily life. If you missed Train to Busan, it is also available on Netflix

and Hulu. And don't miss our review of the horror feature The Nun.
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